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Lack of tires Marathon Plus  
Due to previous raw material shortages and high demand around the world, our tire supplier Schwalbe has problems delivering 
Marathon plus tires to us on time. 

In order to be able to provide the same function in tires, we have found temporary replacement tires of the same quality until 
we get Marathon Plus back in stock. The replacement tires will start to be delivered in approximately 2 weeks..

As we intend to continue with Marathon Plus as soon as possible, name and article numbers remains unchanged (for both 
separate tires and for rear wheels with tires). Price will be the same.

Schwalbe Marathon Plus 26 ” will be replaced by Primo Sentinel 26” * 1 until October 2022 
Primo Sentinel has a slightly lower profile than Marathon Plus but nothing that affects function or brake effect. Just like the 
Marathon Plus, they are a little harder to mount on the rim and tools are required when mounting. Fig. 1 and 2

Schwalbe Marathon Plus 22 ” will be replaced until Febuary 2023 by Cheng Shin Vn Master 22 * 1

Cheng Shin Vn Master has a slightly lower profile than Marathon Plus but nothing that affects function or brake effect. Just like 
the Marathon Plus, they are a little harder to mount on the rim and tools are required when mounting. Fig 3 and 4.

Please contact Panthera if you have any questions.
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